Bannockburn Growth Plan
On behalf of

SUBMISSION ON BEHALF OF

Introduction
1. This submission is made on behalf of
is a residential property developer with a long history of
delivery on Bannockburn.
2.

has significant interest is land identified in the Bannockburn
Growth Plan (BGP) as North West Growth Area (NWGA).

3.

supports Council and the VPA in their acknowledgement of the growth needs of
Bannockburn, and of the associated need for planning to support such growth.

also

supports the broad intent and application of the BGP, however seeks some refinement
and clarification.
4. In relation to the NWGA
a. A Development Plan has previously been approved. This Development Plan
was informed by typical technical assessments, including traffic, heritage,
stormwater, and ecology. The original Development Plan was amended by
Council to cater for changing needs in relation to the delivery of the school and
recreational precinct.
b. Whilst the application of the Development Plan to land to which no
Development Plan Overlay applies seems in error, and the technical reports
and assessment are now some years 10 years old, it is submitted that the form
and direction of the Development Plan provides a reasonable indication of the
direction of future planning in this area, as it was based on extensive technical
input and review.
c. In addition to the planning work outlined above, BH have a Planning Scheme
Amendment prepared, after significant ongoing liaison with Council
management and officers. Previous correspondence with Council advises that

consideration of this PSA could be considered at the time of BGP exhibition,
assuming consistency with the BGP principles.
5.

considers the proposed PSA is consistent with the BGP principles and on that basis
will lodge the proposed PSA in the near future.

6. It is welcomed that the BGP;
a. identifies the nomination of the NWGA as preceding the BGP
b. nominates progressing the NWGA as a short-term priority
c. Identifies through exclusion of the NWGA from the investigation area, that the
investigations and planning processes have been undertaken, or are underway
in relation to this area.
7. On that basis, elements of this submission seek to ensure clarity in relation to some
of the Action Items to ensure the short-term objectives of delivery of the NWGA are
compromised by dependence on other processes.
8. The submission is structured to respond to the same structure and headings as the
BGP.
GROWTH AREAS
9. The NWGA is identified as being previously included in the settlement boundary and
therefore not part of the Growth Plan Investigation Area. It is considered important
and relevant to make this distinction and to also recognise it when reviewing the
findings of the various investigations.
10. It is important to note that the BGP reaffirms the status of the NWGA as within the
settlement boundaries and suitable for urban development.

NORTH WEST DEVELOPMENT PLAN AREA
Precinct outcomes
11. The second dot point under ‘Precinct Outcomes’ states that to improve connectivity
over Bruce’s Creek, development should Provide a bridge on Milton Street and shared
path crossing points over Bruce’s Creek to allow access to the Bannockburn P-12
College, the Recreation Precinct and the Bannockburn Town Centre.
12. The bridge has been referenced in a number of policies, approvals and strategies over
time, including the BGP. It is submitted these references have been based on a
‘desktop’ approach using traffic and the proximity to services.
13. In recent times, the nature of Bruce’s Creek, particularly the slope and stability of the
creek valley, have brought into question the ability to deliver previously identified
outcomes, such as paths and open space opportunities.
14. It is considered such limitations may also apply to the provision of a bridge and that
these should be considered. Whilst a bridge on Milton Street appears desirable from
a range of perspectives, there are questions around this issue which have not been
fully addressed. These questions include;
a. The nature and extent of the bridge;
b. The impact of a bridge, potentially with a 300m span, on the Bruce’s Creek
corridor from a range of perspectives including landscape values and cultural
heritage.
c. The cost of a bridge and whether such a cost is sustainable and justified.
d. Consideration of alternatives.
15.

is currently undertaking review into a number of these matters (see Appendix A).
This review reveals the bridge is not a necessary element of development in this area;
that is, there are alternatives which meet the traffic requirements of development.

Requested Changes

16. That the BGP identify that a number of factors need to be taken into consideration in
determining the need for a bridge and the impacts of a bridge, and on this basis,
ensure references in the BGP to a bridge being delivered are flexible and open to
alternative solutions. This direction should also apply to references under the
TRANSPORT AND MOVEMENT heading

FUTURE GROWTH OPTIONS
Future Growth Options – South
17. The sixth dot point refers to the NWGA bringing forward infrastructure. It is not clear
what this infrastructure is or whether it is referenced elsewhere. This makes it
impossible to make a meaningful submission on this point.

Requested Changes
18. That the nature of this infrastructure be identified and opportunity to then review
this issue be provided.
HOUSING AND COMMUNITRY INFRASTRUCTURE
Housing diversity and typology

19. Reference is made to encouraging low density housing at the interface of residential
and farming zoned land to allow for appropriate transition and land use conflict.
20. It is submitted that this reference is problematic as

a. there is no guidance as to what ‘low density housing’ means in this context
however one clear interpretation is housing subject to the Low-Density
Residential Zone, or lots of similar densities.
b. The density of lots may be one solution to the issues identified, however there
may be other measures which may be more appropriate for each
circumstance.
Requested Changes
21. That the reference be re-worded to identify that there may be potential for issues of
transition and land-use conflict and that appropriate interface measure be
,considered and adopted where necessary.
Housing & Community infrastructure actions
22. The reference to the implementation of a Development Plan and associated Section
173 agreements for infrastructure delivery in the short term is welcomed and
supported
23. The references to ongoing work by Council and the VPA on neighbourhood
character, community infrastructure and social and affordable housing is also
welcomed and supported however it should be clear that the delivery of this work
should not constrain the progress of rezoning and development in the NWGA.
24. That is, Action Item 1.2 is proponent led, is expected to be, and can be, delivered in
the short term. Action Items 1.4 – 1.9 are not proponent led and are expected to be
delivered either in the short/medium term or are ongoing. They will therefore lag
behind Item 1.2.

25. It is submitted that the issues raised in Action Items 1.4 - 1.9 are capable of being
properly incorporated into Action Item 1.2 where relevant, and that there needs to
be no dependence between these items.
Requested Changes
26. That the BGP make clear reference that Action Item 1.2 is not dependent on Action
Items 1.4 – 1.9.
ECONOMY AND EMPLOYMENT
Industrial land
27. References are made to expanding the land available for industrial uses south of the
NWGA, and whilst references are made to protecting amenity they are generic and
not specific.
28. Given the historic, current and ongoing nomination of the NWGA for urban
development, any proposal or direction for industrial development in the vicinity
should be very clear that appropriate separation distances will need to be
considered as part of any rezoning of the proposed industrial land.

Requested Changes
29. That the BGP make clear reference to appropriate separation distances from the
NWGA and others be a key consideration of any rezoning of the proposed industrial
land.
Future retail

30. The BGP indicates that at a detailed planning stage, neighbourhood activity centres
should be investigated in the NWGA. Action Item 2.2 consolidates this direction.
31. No reference can be found in the
reference can be found in the

report to such an approach, and no
report which would support such an

approach.
32. Retail opportunities in residential zones are very limited so any investigation, if
necessary, would need to take place prior to rezoning and would need to direct what
specific retail uses are desirable, and where.
33. In the absence of any clear direction in the

assessment supporting such

an outcome, or identifying a need for retail in this context, the recommended
approach seems redundant and may compromise the ability to proceed with the
NWGA in the short term.
Requested Changes
34. That the BGP remove references to retail in the NWGA or limits such directions to
retail which is capable of being delivered in a residential zone.
ENVIRONMENT AND WATER
Environment and Water Actions
35. It is assumed the Action Items 3.1 - 3.12 are intended to be applied to and inform
areas other than the NWGA for reasons of timing; on a similar basis to the concerns
outlined elsewhere in this submission.
36. This does not appear to be explicit however and it is important from BH’s
perspective that independence of the NWGA proposal from these actions is clear
and explicit.

Requested Changes
That the BGP make clear reference that Action Item 1.2 is not dependent on Action
Items 3.1 – 3.12.
TRANSPORT AND MOVEMENT
Requested Changes
As per Requested change No.15.
SUMMARY
welcomes and supports the Bannockburn Growth Plan and seeks
minor modification in matters largely related to process. In relation to the issue of the
bridge,

seeks simply to ensure that there are opportunities for

alternatives, should delivery of the bridge compromise other planning and delivery
outcomes, given little is known about practical delivery of this asset.
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Traffic Impact Assessment Overview
Introduction

has been commissioned by
to undertake a traffic impact assessment
for the parcel of land west of Bruce’s Creek for the rezoning of the land at Bannockburn-Shelford Road,
Bannockburn from Farming Zone to General Residential Zone. The traffic impact assessment has assumed
there will be not bridge connection between the proposed land parcel and the existing Milton Road
roundabout located to the north-east of the subject site.
A key element in determining potential future road network requirements due to future residential
development is gaining an understanding of future traffic flows and intersection performance resulting from
this development on the existing road network.
has developed a first principles spreadsheet model to estimate these future traffic flows and
intersection turning movements for analysis using the SIDRA intersection modelling software. This
intersection modelling has allowed us to determine the threshold at which the parcel can be developed under
two scenarios which include:
> One primary north-south connector road extending northward from Bannockburn-Shelford Road, with no
bridge over Bruce Creek; and
> The above scenario with a secondary north-south connector road extending northward from
Bannockburn-Shelford Road located approximately 800m east of the primary connector road.

Assessment of Existing Traffic Volumes
Existing conditions traffic data was sourced from various sources to inform the excel traffic model for the
abovementioned area. These sources included
collected turning movement counts.

Modelling Assumptions
The following assumptions were used in regard to the future development scenario:
1. 100% of the developable area has been has been fully developed.
2. No changes to the existing road network have occurred between the time the existing conditions
were surveyed and the analysis was undertaken.
3. The traffic generation rates taken from the RMS Guide to Traffic Generating Developments do not
change between the time this analysis was undertaken and the land is fully developed.
4. Traffic volumes on Bannockburn Shelford Road have not increased since intersection count surveys
were undertaken in 2017.
5. The land will be developed into low density residential.
6. Traffic generated by the site has not been assessed on existing infrastructure further east of the site.
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Land Use Inputs and Zoning

Precinct demographic data for the Bannockburn Growth Area was sourced from the Bannockburn Town
Centre Investment Strategy and Bannockburn Urban Design Framework in relation to the ultimate
development scenario.

Residential Land Use
Bannockburn Urban Design Framework sets out areas within Bannockburn Growth Area for high, medium
and low density suburbs to accommodate future population growth within Bannockburn. The capacity of
Bannockburn’s future population and growth locations are illustrated and summarised in below.
Bannockburn future population and growth locations

The subject site is located to the west of the town of Bannockburn within Area 2 as described in the
Bannockburn Urban Design Framework, as shown in Figure 2-1. The subject site has a total area of
approximately 140 hectares, with a sole road frontage to Bannockburn-Shelford Road to the south, and the
eastern boundary being defined by Bruce Creek.
Land surrounding the subject site is generally residential to the east, industrial to the south, recreational to
the west and farmland to the north. The site is currently undeveloped farmland.
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Planning Zones
Figure 2-2 shows the current planning scheme zones for the site within the Golden Plains Planning Scheme.
It can be seen that the site lies within a Farming Zone, surrounded by Farming Zone to the north and south,
Public Park/Conservation & Recreation the west, General Residential to the east. A parcel of Industrial land
is found to the south of the site. It is proposed to rezone this land to General Residential.
Existing Land Uses Zones

Source: www.land.vic.gov.au

Bannockburn Transport Strategies
The Bannockburn Transport Strategy (BTS) was prepared for Council by
to address current and
future road network and traffic management issues within the study area. This will be achieved by ensuring
the street network caters for demand whilst ensuring the environment around the central retail and activity
area is safe and vibrant. The BTS aim was to ensure car parking around the town centre is managed
appropriately to support the retail and commercial areas, and that demand can continue to be met into the
future by addressing the existing and future sustainable transport demands, including integrated walking and
cycling networks throughout the study area.
The development of this strategy considered all appropriate State, regional and local transport and planning
policy, with a particular emphasis on the Bannockburn Urban Design Framework (BUDF) and Bannockburn
Town Centre Investment Strategy (BTCIS).
The transport infrastructure recommendations surrounding the subject site as part of the BTS are shown in
Figure 2-3 , including:
A key road circulating from the extension of Milton Street to Bannockburn-Shelford Road;
A roundabout at the intersection of this key road with Bannockburn-Shelford Road, aligned to the west of the
Industrial Business Park (immediately south of the subject area);
A roundabout at the intersection of Harvey Road with Bannockburn-Shelford Road,
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A channelized intersection at the intersection of the eastern connector/ access street;
A vehicular creek crossing at the Milton Street extension;
A pedestrian/cycle path associated with the sub arterial and connector street network.
Excerpt from Bannockburn Transport Strategy (Road Recommendations)

As part of this assessment
has undertaken intersection analysis to determine the development
thresholds for several intersection layouts to determine when upgrades are required due to development.
Intersection types include:
> “Stop” control;
> Roundabout control; and
> Signalised intersection control.
Cardno has assumed no bridge will be constructed as part of this analysis.
Further analysis is shown in the subsequent sections.
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Traffic Generation and Distribution

The following analysis is based on the two (2) following scenarios:
1.

One primary north-south connector road extending northward from Bannockburn-Shelford Road, with
no bridge over Bruce Creek; and

2.

The above scenario with a secondary north-south connector road extending northward from
Bannockburn-Shelford Road located approximately 800m east of the primary connector road.

Scenario 1 analyses the intersection as a ‘Stop’ intersection, a roundabout and a signalised intersection.
Scenario 2 analyses the secondary connector road intersection as a ‘Stop’ intersection with a right hand turn
ban for outbound movements which have been redistributed to perform a right hand out movement at the
western primary connector road which is networked with all three of the above intersection types.

Development Traffic Generation
The traffic generation and distribution are based on the existing volumes gathered at the BannockburnShelford Road and Harvey Road intersection, as surveyed during
Bannockburn Transport Study
report
. These have been sourced from the Bannockburn Urban Design Framework
and the Town Centre Investment Strategy.
In both scenarios, the first intersection located to the west of Harvey Road experiences the current existing
traffic conditions and distribution.
Existing Traffic Volumes & Distribution (AM) – Bannockburn-Shelford Road west of Harvey Road

Existing Traffic Volumes & Distribution (PM) – Bannockburn-Shelford Road west of Harvey Road

Using this above distribution, the residential rezoning area was assumed to have 1,000 dwellings based on
the Bannockburn Urban Design Framework as a base case, and distributed into and out of the primary
connector road was assumed to be the following:
> 20% arriving, 80% departing, 65% eastbound traffic and 35% westbound traffic in the AM peak; and
> 60% arriving, 40% departing, 40% eastbound traffic and 60% westbound traffic in the PM peak.
For scenario 2 it has been assumed 60% of vehicles will utilise the primary connector road and 40% the
secondary connector road noting that right hand outbound turn movements from the secondary connector
have been included in the right hand outbound turn movements for the primary connector road.
Scenario 1 has all residential traffic completing turning movements at the proposed intersection, and hence
do not affect the through values. Scenario 2 has residential traffic intending to go straight through either
intersection, and therefore the residential distribution has been superimposed onto the existing through
volumes. The resulting traffic volumes and distribution for both scenarios (using the base case 1,000
dwellings and traffic generation shown in Section 3 above) are shown in Figure 4-1 to Figure 4-6.
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Scenario 1 – Future Traffic Volumes & Distr bution (AM)

Scenario 1 – Future Traffic Volumes & Distribution (PM)

Scenario 2 – Future Traffic Volumes & Distr bution (AM)

Scenario 2 – Future Traffic Volumes & Distr bution (PM)
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The secondary connector road has been proposed to be left-out only, as the thresholds of the networked
intersections were severely affected with a right-out movement since it is a ‘Stop’ intersection and requires
right-out movements to give way to both east and westbound through movements and right turn in
movements.
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SITE LAYOUT
Site: 101 [S1 - Ban-SheRdConRd - Stop - AM]
New Site
Site Category: (None)
Stop (Two-Way)

SITE LAYOUT
Site: 101v [S1 - Ban-SheRdConRd - RA - AM]
New Site
Site Category: (None)
Roundabout

SITE LAYOUT
Site: 101 [S1 - Ban-SheRdConRd - Signals - PM]
New Site
Site Category: (None)
Signals - Fixed Time Isolated

